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WITH THE TIMES

people movement

By Matt Ross and Patrick Thorne



There’s a reason why the lift and 
gondola systems found in today’s resorts 
and ski areas bear a striking resemblance 
to those from years gone by.

“The general concept of lift technology 
hasn’t really changed in decades, basically 
because lifts are a particularly efficient way 
of getting skiers uphill,” says Pete Williams, 
senior mountain planner at SE Group. “Lift 
systems fly over venue topography that is 
impossible for ground transportation to 
traverse. They can go over hills, cliffs, 
streams and ravines all over the world – 
locations where it would be absolutely 

impossible to imagine putting some type of 
ground transportation.”

But existing technologies, while efficient, 
have their limitations. With a few, minor 
exceptions, lifts and gondolas are restricted 
to straight lines of travel between support 
towers – and this affects not only how the 
guests move around resorts, but even how 
those resorts are designed.

A trio of experts agreed to (temporarily) 
put innovation ahead of practicality, and 
spoke to WSTI about a number of passenger 
transportation concepts that, perhaps one 
day, we could see on the slopes. 
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The technology to move guests  
around a resort may have advanced  

in recent decades, but the basic concepts  
remain much the same. Industry experts throw 
caution to the wind and speculate on the future
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SARAH MERGY ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL, BULL STOCKWELL ALLEN

The move toward an on-demand world could lead to the development  
of small-capacity pods, or spheres, which would open up the slopes

The concept: “When I’m out on the 
mountain, I hear people saying ‘I don’t 
want to take the shuttle’. They don’t want  
to have to wait with all those people, to wait 
for everyone to board – they just want to 
get to where they want to get to. So a series 
of individual, on-demand spheres or pods 
to get you around the ski resort without 
having to wait for some kind of group 
transportation would be great. You could 
dial it up – like the driverless cars that Uber 
and Google are trying to create for this 
on-demand world that we’re walking into. 

“There are people who love the idea of 
the snow, but they hate the cold. With 

these pods you can take your grandparents, 
who are perhaps a little old to get on their 
skis, or people who are hesitant about a 
fall, and they could get in these pods and 
get up on the mountain, enjoying a safe 
and controlled environment. It would offer 
people of all ages and skills a way of getting 
around. And also, you can take in so much 
more of your surroundings this way. I hate 
missing out on the scenery when taking 
resort transportation. This system would 
allow you to take in everything around you 
at the same time. I would pay good money 
to do that, in winter or summer. It would 
be really cool.”

“When I’m out on the mountain,  
I hear people saying ‘I don’t 

want to take the shuttle’. They 
don’t want to have to wait with 

all those people”

It might be a few years before visitors are able to see the experts’ concepts 
in real life, but in the meantime there are a number of current technologies 
and innovations that can help to speed up guest flow around a resort

SPEEDY BOARDING

Dynamic pricing
Encouraging visitors to use up empty 
capacity by charging less for it has 
transformed the modern hotel and airline 
industries, but has been slower to catch 
on in the leisure sector so far. However, 
dynamic pricing is now taking hold of the 
ski industry, pioneered by companies 
such as Liftopia. Skiers buying their lift 
passes online can ski very cheaply if 
they book to visit when the slopes are 
quiet. Skiers are happy to get a deal, 

and the ski area can better distribute 
customers through the season. Although 
ski areas have long had fixed low- and 
high-season prices, the system of costs 
being far more fluid and reacting to 
demand on a day-to-day basis has only 
really taken hold in some areas in North 
America – though it’s likely that a number 
of big-name resorts elsewhere might be 
about to switch their ticket pricing 
structures to a more dynamic model. 
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PASCAL ROUX PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN,  
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Track and cable technologies could be enhanced by detachable, 
autonomous carriers, delivering resort guests to any location

The concept: “We have to focus on how 
to make it so that, wherever people are, 
they can find a device to take them up 
the mountain, or to the village, or 
within the resort – point to point. The 
idea would be to have a multiplicity of 
stations, but with the ability to drop 
passengers wherever they need to go. 

“The restrictions of cable technology 
are that you have to have long runs 
from station to station. If we have 
something that could drop from the 
cable en route, that would be really 
great. For long distances, let’s say  
more than 1km, you could run  
on a cable or track – but then have 
the ability for the cabins to 
be detached anywhere, 

and do the last, shorter distance in  
an autonomous cabin.

“A combination of railway and cable 
transportation is something that’s 
already being discussed within urban 
transportation. A development of that 
would be to have a cabin or a shuttle 
attached to a cable over the resort, and 
then when we need to, we would press 
a button and drop the cabin, which 
would autonomously continue on to 
the final destination. A cable takes you 
from point to point, but not to the 
exact final destination you want. A 
personal shuttle could take you to a 

restaurant, or a spa, or the ski 
slope. That would be 

really great.”

“[Guests] would press  
a button and drop the 
cabin, which would 
autonomously continue 
on to the final destination”

Maximizing lift capacities 
The bigger the lift, the more difficult 
it can be to get guests organized into 
groups to maximize load capacities. 
Doppelmayr has been working with 
Skidata on the ‘easy boarding gate’ 
– a facility designed to maximize lift 
use while making the boarding 
process for busy lifts less stressful. 
Turnstiles limit the number of people 
passing through to lift side, where a 
traffic light system and countdown 
display show exactly how many 
spaces are left in the next cabin, so 
that groups, families, or even couples 
know whether or not they’ll fit. 

Singles or smaller groups can make 
use of any remaining space and pass 
ahead – ensuring the cabins are full. 
A second set of traffic lights helps 
users know exactly when to move 
forward and start boarding the lift.

Trial runs of the new system on the 
Stubnerkogelbahn lift at Bad Gastein 
in Austria have shown that fewer 
emergency stops have been required, 
ensuring lift use is maximized and 
lines are minimized. Lift staff also 
have more time to help families with 
young children and older skiers.

[continued overleaf]
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Avoiding the lines
New technology recently unveiled at Disney 
theme parks and in New York’s JFK Airport 
is coming to Vail Resorts’ Colorado ski areas 
with the latest upgrade of its Epic Mix App, 
dubbed Epic Mix Time. 

Live, accurate queue data is constantly 
generated and fed back in real time to the 
smart devices carried by skiers and boarders. 
Logged in to Epic Mix Time, they’ll know 
where lines are building up and be able to 
avoid them, preventing lines forming and 
improving skier flow around the mountain.

The technology does not use RFID gates, 
but instead grabs a signal from the very 
same smart mobile devices carried by 
around two-thirds of all slope users. The 
guest does not need to opt in, and the 
companies using the technology avoid 
issues with confidentiality as the data 
required from the devices does not involve 
personal information, is anonymized, and  
is dumped soon after use. <<

PETE WILLIAMS SENIOR MOUNTAIN  
PLANNER, SE GROUP

A solid, elevated track would span the terrain, carrying high-speed, 
electromagnetically driven carriers to the top of the slopes

The concept: “Is there some way to think about the uphill experience being fun? 
As resorts around the world start to see shorter and less predictable seasons, there’s 
more focus on non-skiing mountain recreation for times when conditions aren’t 
suitable for skiing.

“The specific technology that we have in mind – and it’s something that people 
talk about a lot – is electromagnetic drives or propulsion. The same kind of thing 
that’s used in rollercoasters. You sit inside a carrier and then it shoots off using 

electromagnetic propulsion, goes around twists and turns, and delivers 
you at the top. You get your skis and then you head down, and 

you’re excited to ski down just so you can do the ride back up to 
the top again.

“It would be an elevated track, and it would still have the 
ability to span whatever topographical features you needed 
it to, just like an aerial lift. It would be a solid track, so 
there wouldn’t be wind issues, and it would make whatever 
curves you wanted. It could go up and down, around 
corners, and could theoretically be very fast.

“Would it be expensive? Sure, but you can drop US$50m 
on a 3S system – those aren’t particularly cheap.”

“You get your skis and then you 
head down, and you’re excited  
to ski down just so you  
can do the ride back  
up to the top again”

SPEEDY  
BOARDING
(continued) 


